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GAY DOES NOT NECESSARKY MEAN
GOOD: A CRITIQUE OFJEFFREY
S H E m ' S "LOVE SPEECH: THE
SOCIAL UTILITY OF PORNOGRAPHY"

"[Pornography] s e x d i e s inequality. It makes dominance and
submission into sex. Inequality is its central dynamic; the illusion
of freedom coming together with the reality of force is central to
its ~vorking."- Catharine A. ~adRinnon'
"[P]ornography - at least gay male pornography - is to be vaIued
as serving a social good: It enables its consumers to realize satisfying, nurturing sexual lives." -Jeffrey G. sheman*
INTRODUCnoN

JeErey Sherman's recent article, "Love Speech: The Social Utility
of Pornography," makes a strong but incomplete case for gay male
pornography. Sherman suggests that unlike heterosexual pornography, gay pornography serves a usefid social function because it helps
which w i l l in turn
gay consumers lead "nurturing sexual li[~es]"~
make them "full citizen^."^ Although positive images are certainly
important to the development of a healthy sexual identity, Sherman
tends to define images categorically according to the gender of the
participants. Gender alone does not determine an individual's sense
of power and domination. A complete analysis of pornography re-

I

* B.A. Yale University, 1991. J.D.University of Pennsylvania Law School, 1996.Associate, Milbank, Trveed, Hadley & McCloy, Nerv York City. Special thanks to Bany Burland, Sarah Barringer Gordon, Darren Rosenblum and Katharine Sibaugh for their helpll comments.
1. Catharine A. MacKinnon, Francis Biddle's Sister: Pornography, Civil Rights and Speech,
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U R I S P R U325
D E(Masy
N C Becker
E
ed., 1994).
2. JeEey G. Sherman, Love Speech: The Social Utility of Pornography, 47 STAN. L. REV.
661,662 (1995).
3. Sherman, supranote 2, a t 669.
4. Sherman, supra note 2, a t 671 (defining full citizenship in a political context as the
"[slelf-achodedgment and seKdefinition that every group needs to participate filly in civic
lien).
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quires relentless scrutiny of the ways in which such images are produced, consumed and interpreted.
This critique attempts to analyze Sherman's claim for the exceptionalism of gay male pornography. Although Sherman begins his
article ~vitha sweeping endorsement, he U s short for three reasons.
First, Sherman simply ignores certain categories of images. Sherman
dismisses those genres of pornography which he does not think are
praise-worthy. Second, given his selective discussion, Sherman's article reads more like an argument for better sex education for young
homosexuals than as a categorical endorsement of pornography.
Finally, Sherman portrays sexual identity as a fixed, immutable construction and places himself in a privileged position which uniquely
enables him to determine what images are good for gay men. In his
analysis, those not belonging to the particular group portrayed in
pornography are unfitting commentators. This critique strikes a
more hopeful note, hinted at by Sherman himself: and suggests that
discussions about heterosexual and homosexual pornography must
be informed by a multitude of viewpoints.
I. "SAME
STATION
w

m THE HIERARCHY:~~SHERMAN'SVERSIONOF
PORNOGRAPHY

At the outset of his article, Sherman carefully marks his territory.
He disclaims any connection his "praisenfor gay male pornography7
might have to the contemporary debate on heterosexual pornography: "Whether the good that I identify (the abatement of hierarchy
based on sexual orientation) outweighs the harm identified by the
feminist critics (the maintenance of hierarchy based on gender) is a
judgment I leave to others, for I offer my argument exclusively in the
context of gay male pornography."8 Indeed, Sherman's version of
"pornography" bears little resemblance to Catharine MacKinnonYs
dominance theory of pornography.g While MacKinnon stresses that
pornography depicting women perpetuates inequality,'' Sherman
insists that there is no inequality in gay male pornography.11
Sherman suggests that gay male sexual acts and pornography are
5. Sherman, supra note 2, at 703-705.
6. Sherman, supranote 2,at 691.
7. Sherman, supra note 2, at 662 (stating "I come to praise pornography, not to defend
it") (citation omitted).
8. Sherman, supra note 2,at 667.
9. SeeMacKinnon, supranote 1,at 325 and inzanotes 13-15&accompanying text
10. SeeMacKinnon, supranote 1. at 325.
11. Sherman, supra note 2,at 667.
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Merent from their heterosexual counterparts.'* He reasons that
"[a] woman brings to any sexual encounter with a man the experience of having been a member, since birth, of the subordinated
gender,"ls whereas cc[s]exuaIacts between gay men involve persons
of the same station within the hierarchy [such that] each man comprehends that his partner is neither his subordinate nor his superior
...."" Sherman's version of pornography is one in xvhich actors and
directors are completely equal." They participate in pornography of
their o~vnfree xvill and engage in sexual acts out of desire.'=
Yet, examination of the pornography industry yields many stories
of inequality. In "The Real Linda Lovelace," for example, Gloria Steinem details the coercion and abuse which forced Linda Marchiano
to participate in pornographic fi1ms.17 Sherman, hotvever, Eails to
explain why all gay pornography is insulated &om such coercion. He
ignores the fact that gender parity does not necessarily mean parity
of power; men, like women, can be coerced. Sexual partners,
though of the same sex, may differ in terms of race, class, age, or
power in a relati~nshi~!~
Similarly, Sherman's theory fails to address the possibiIity that actors in pornographic films or photographs can experience real harm
by engaging in sexual acts for the camera. The potential harm, at
least for women, is made clear from the testimony of one pornography participant who described, "a couple of [film] sets where the
young ladies have been forced to do even anal sex scenes with a guy
which [sic] is rather large and I have seen them crying in pain."'g
Even if, as Sherman posits, men possess certain underestimated sexual capacities? some men, like some xvomen, may experience actual

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

-

Sherman, supra note 2, at 691.
Sherman, supranote 2, at 691.
Sherman, supranote 2, at 691.
Sherman, supranote 2, a t 691.
Sherman, supranote 2, at 691.
17. Gloria Steinem, The Real Linda Lovelace (1980), wnted in GLORIA SI-EINEL~,
OUIRAGEOUSACTSANDJXEWDWREsELUONS 243-52 (1993).
18. Later in the artide, Sherman makes dear that h
is endorsement of pornography does
not extend to child pornography (Sherman, supra note 2, at 699) (stating, "[tlo treat home
s e x i i t y as just another of those aberrant s e . d behaviors, l i e...pedophilia, utterly misconceives homosexuality"). He does concede, however, that age could still be a hierarchid factor
i n s o h as age may represent more experience, authority, or even money.
19. DIANA H. RUSSEU, MARING VIOLENCE SEW 12 (1993) (quoting testimony before the
1986Attorney General's Commission On Pornography).
20. Sherman, suha note 2. a t 690 n.152 (remarkine "Professor MacKinnon either exaegerates human dime&ions or.&derestimates h&nan pe&verance.n) (replying to ~acKinno2s
suggestion that performance of "deep throat" required "hypnosisn) (citation omitted).
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pain in the making of pornographic films.21 Sherman evades this
criticism by claiming that his theory of gay male pornography should
be evaluated based on its "moral weight," and not on empirical eviden~e.'~
This technique conveniently permits Sherman to focus only
on certain aspects of gay pornography.
Even though Sherman states that his main argument is that "gay
male pornography - is to be valued as serving a social good," he
narrows the scope of his discussion to exclude or minimize the importance of those pornographic practices which he "cannot
praise."23 For example, Sherman denounces pornography which
"constructs a hierarchy of sexual orientation," namely, pornography
which "portrays heterosexual men sodomizing gay men while ridiculing and vilifying them for being gay."24 Such pornography, Sherman
explains, contributes to general homophobia and gay men's selfhatred."
Likewise, Sherman does not discuss child pornography in any
meaningful way. It is not sufficiently part of Sherman's version of
pornography to merit serious analysis.26 He ~vrites,"[bleing gay is
closer to being heterosexual than to being sexually drawn to quadrupeds or eight-year-olds. I am not going to discuss child pornogra~ h y . "Sherman's
~
dismissal of child pornography relates to his aversion to empirical inve~tigation.~
Even if the stereotype of gay sexual
proclivity for children results from "the popular homophobic canard
this does not mean
that gay men are child molesters by natureYnz9
that some gay men, like some heterosexual men, are not sexually
aroused by child pornography.s0
Sherman's version of gay pornography, however, is structured so as
to take account of only some gay male pornography. What Sherman
does not want to confront, he simply dismisses. On the one hand,
21. SeeRussell, supranote 19.
22. Sherman, supra note 2, at 665 (commenting that "the approach I offer in this article
is fundamentalIy a normative theoly, reflectingjudgments that contemporarysocial science has
not yet found a way to test [Thiiand other theories of pornography] must stand or fall on the
basis of their moral weight, not their empirical demonstrability").
23. Sherman, supra note 2, at 662,702.
24. Sherman, supra note 2, at 702.
25. Sherman, supranote 2, at 702.
26. Sherman, supranote 2, at 699 &accompanyingtext
27. Sherman, supranote 2, at 699.
28. Sherman, supranote 2 at 665. Sa ako supra note 221.
29. Sherman, suplo mk2, at 699.
30. CEUA DOYLE, HELPING STRATEGIES FOR CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE 27 (1995) (noting that
inadents of homosexual pedophilia are likely unreported because of the stigma of homosexual-

-

ity)

-
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this is logical insofar as Sherman places himself in the subjective role
of praise-giver?' On the other hand, Sherman begins his article with
the broad claim, "I come to praise p~rnogra~hy,"~'
which .rvouId be
more accurate if qualified. Furthermore, in dismissing child pornography, Sherman deems it unworthy of comment, thus implicitly
creating a hierarchy of sexual behavior, a practice he denounces in
other contextsP3
Sado-masochism is included in the pornography that Sherman
discusses? In his paean, Sherman claims that sado-masochism is
greatly misunderstood: "S/M is not about domination and submission. It is about trust."35According to Sherman, because society does
not recognize and support gay relationships, sexual "noveltf' func. ~ argues
tions as a crucial "securing force" in gay r e l a t i ~ n s h i ~ sHe
that sado-masochistic images uniquely inspire gay men to engage in
"novel" sexual practice^.^' Yet his analysis is problematic in several
respects. First, even assuming that sexual novelty keeps relationships
together, Sherman does not explain why sado-masochism merits endorsement over a myriad of other "novel" sexual acts. Second,
Sherman glosses over the fact that "[tJo the untutored eye, a photograph or film of a sado-masochistic encounter does seem to present
a case of genuine physical abuse."38Claiming that sado-masochism "is
about trust"39ignores the fact that trust and fear bear an extraordinary ~esemblance.~
The fact that sado-masochisticpornography looks
like abuse, as Sherman himself concedes, means that sadomasochistic images have no place in nurturing the "flourishing
life."4' Insofar as Sherman's analysis hinges on the notion that
31. See supra note 7.
32. Sherman. subra note 2. a t 662. Indeed. the subtitle of Sherman's articIe is "The Social
utility of ~ o r n o & t ~ h not
' ~ , "m e social utility df ~ a ale
y ~ o r n o ~ r a ~ h ySherman,
."
supra note
2, at 661.
33. See infra note 59 & supranote 24 &accompanyingtext
34. Sherman, supra note 2, a t 700-02.
35. Sherman, supra note 2, at 701.
36. Sherman, supra note 2, at 701.
31. Sherman, supra note 2, at 701.
38. Sherman, supranote 2, at 700.
39. Sherman, supranote 2, at 701.
44. Robin L. West, The Diierence in Women's Hedonic Lives, in F ~ h m sJURISPRUDENCE
r
90,95 (MaryBedcer ed., 1994) (staring, "I believe that sexual submission has erotic appeal and
value when it is an ex-ression of trust; is damaging, injurious and paidid when it is an expression of fear; and is dangerous because of its ambiguity").
41. Sherman, supra note 2, at 669. See also in& notes 48-50 & accompanying text
(ex-lainiigSherman's use of the term "flourishing lifen as achieving full potential, selfrealization and character).
Heinonline - - 5 Am. U. J. Gender & L. 13 1996-1997

"pornography has behavioral and psychological effects,"" it can be
no answer to say that sado-masochism is really about trust. Even if
men are "persons of the same station within the hierarchy" of gender; a neophyte consumer of a sado-masochistic image will think
A sadothat sado-masochistic pornography endorses d~mination.~~
masochistic image thus amounts to what the consumer thinks, or
does after seeing an image that he or she believes is about domination and hierarchy.45 In a theory based on the effects of pornography, albeit positive effects, disregarding the harmful effect of sadomasochistic pornography is incongr~ous.~~

If Sherman's praise of pornography is circumscribed in this my, it
may be that his apparent endorsement of "pornography" is in fact a
plea for certain .sexual practices to be rescued from social scorn?'
Although he claims to speak about gay male pornography generally,
Sherman's support is not as unwavering as his tone ~vouldindicate.
For example, Sherman claims that pornography is a necessary component to a gay man's "flourishing life."** At the core of his argument is the notion that "[flor sexual interaction to be a component
of the flourishing life, rather than a mere sensual distraction, a person's sexuality must be integrated with the rest of his life."49According to Sherman, a gay man's sexuality ~villonly be "integrated," insofar as gay men have access to "passionate" and explicit portrayals of
gay male sex? Even if one accepts that such sexual images are
needed, an endorsement of pornography does not necessarily follo~v.
Although pornography does not have a singular, widely-accepted
definition, feminist proposals draw on the notion that pornography
involves more than sexual explicitness?' Pornography has been de42. Sherman, supra note2, at 667.
43. Sherman, supranote 2, at 691.
44. Sherman, supra note 2, at 691 (noting that in the heterosexual image of sadmasochism, one partner dominates the other).
45. Contra Sherman, supra note 2, at 667 (arguing that the feminist view assumes that pornography's "consumers do not distinguish between reality and pornographic representation.")
46. See, eg, Sherman, supra note 2, at 682-94.
47. Interview with Katharine Silbaugh, Boston University School of Law (Nov. 8, 1995).
Thanks to Ratharine Silbaugh for this insight
48. Sherman, supranote 2, at 669-70.
49. Sherman, supranote 2, at 669-70.
50. Shennan, supranote 2, at 670,682-85.
51. & ag, Catherine k MacKinnon, Francis Biddle's Sislet: Pmgraphy, Civil Rights and
Speech, in FEMINISM UNMODIFIED 171-79 (1987).
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fined as "material that combines sex and/or the exposure of genitals with abuse or degradation in a manner that appears to endorse,
condone, or encourage such behavior."52 According to Andrea
D~vorkinand Catharine MacKinnon's Model Ordinance, pornography means "graphic sexually explicit subordination of women [or
men, chiIdren or transsexuals] through pictures and/or words that
also includes" a portrayal of "pain," "submission," or
"obje~tification."~~
Measured by these standards, it is far from certain
that Sherman would insist that all pornography is a crucial component of gay men's self-realization. Images of degradation, even
where a man has consented to having his genitals photographed, do
little to promote "the flourishing life."" Sherman cannot, therefore,
endorse all pornography. Rather, he must confine his analysis to a
particular subset of sexually explicit images. He needs to make plain
this limitation.
. Taken as a whole, sheman's work could be read as a case for eroti ~ a not
, ~ pornography.
~
Indeed, a sensual documentary or a photograph of a classical Greek male nude would be sufficient under his
theory. After all, '"[s]exual images' include more than images of
men performing sexual acts ~vitheach other. Even a photograph of
a naked man alone, if he is presented in circumstances that suggest
sexual availability, can have a liberatory effect."56Yet Sherman makes
no explicit distinction betsveen erotica and pornography. His failure
to do so has several explanations.
First, it may be impossible to construct definitions of pornography
and erotica which make meaningful distinctions between the tsvo.
Second, it may be that Sherman himself makes no such distinction;
he might endorse pornography even as defined by Russell, Ma&non, and worki in." l s main concerns are gender parity and posil
tive images of homosexual acts, or at least images which ~ v i l be
viewed as positive by the initiated? Thiid; Sherman may want to en52. Russell, supranote 19, a t 2-3.
53. Andrea Bvorkin & Catharine MacKinnon, Model Antipornography Cia-Rights Ordinance, in F~,~INISTJURISPRUDENCE
321-22 (MaryBecker ed., 1994).
54. Sherman, supranote 2, a t 669. See supranotes 48-50, 38-41 &accompanying text
55. American Heritage Dictionary 445 (1976) (defining erotica as Yiterature or art concerning or intending to arouse sexual desire").
56. Sherman, supra note 2, a t 685 11.130 (ex~Iainingthat non-sexual images during the
Greek era included courtship. In contrast Sherman acknorvledges that today's culture and literature concentrate mostly on passionate, heated sexual relations).
57. Seesupranotes 1,19,52,53 &accompanying text Whatever agreement he might have
with their definitions, Sherman wouId likely object to the lhvorkin and MacKinnon ordinance
because it makes the mistake of "gender blind universalismn because gay men are not a t all like
women. Sherman, supra note 2, at 696,691-2.
58. Seesupra notes34-46 &accompanyingtext (discussingsademasochism).
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dorse pornography precisely because he opposes any "rigid model of
what constitutes 'correct' and 'incorrect' sexual interaction^."^^ To
critique gay pornography, according to this rationale, would ostracize other gay men because it implicitly labels some methods of sexual gratification as more desirable than others. Finally, Sherman
may be reluctant to distinguish between erotica and pornography
because he believes that any anti-pornography view xvilI be used
The work of anti-pornography feminists, he
against homosex~als.~
explains, "strengthens political groups that may be expected to be
overtly hostile to the aspirations of gays and lesbians ... A general
campaign against sexual imagery ... is bound to have a disparate
impact on gay men."61 Were Sherman to distinguish between pornography and erotica, he would, in his o m estimation, contribute to
hostile attitudes to~vardgay men. Ironically, Sherman's "praise" for
gay pornography engenders more scrutiny from even pro-gay feminists because it is both sensational and ill-defined. Thus Sherman's
endorsement of pornography is imprecise. His praise extends to
some images, but not to all pornography. The circumstances under
which certain sexual images such as genital degradation or even
sado-masochism could contribute to a "flourishing life" are unclear.

Sherman sees a link between the cultural prejudice women and
gay men experience. Homophobia and misogyny are "simply different aspects of the same hatred: hatred of femininity. 'Femininity' is
a social construction, a classification to which patriarchal Western
culture assigns many of the qualities it deems unde~irable."~'In fact,
what Sherman identifies as "obstacles to gay sexual integritf'63look
similar to prejudices that women face. Just as heterocentrism and
homophobia characterize national funding programs for the arts,
''family life," and "resistance to gay-oriented literature,"Mandrocentrism and misogyny prevent women from obtaining arts funding,
equal positions in a h i l y , or an equal place for their literature in
school curricula. Gay men's position in society resembles women's
in this respect.
Despite any similarities in the m y in which gay men and women
59. Sherman, supranote 2, at 695.
60. Sherman, supra note 2, at 69495.
61. Sherman, supranote 2, at 69495.
62. Sherman, supranote 2, at 703.
63. Sherman, supranote 2, at 675.
64. Sherman, supranote 2, at 677-81.
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are perceived, Sherman contends that gay male pornography is not
like heterosexual pornography: "[tlhe men in the gay pornographic
films [are] not being treated like women; they [are] being treated
like ga~'men."~
Thus, while Sherman concedes that gay men are
treated like women by a homophobic society, he insists that privately,
gay men are unlike Tvomen. Sherman ~ m t to
s distance gay men
from women precisely because society associates women with weakness. If gay pornography is not like heterosexual pornography,
Sherman implies that gay men should not occupy the social ladder's
lo~vestrung, as women do. Sadly, Sherman's significant efforts to
distance gay men fiom women look like the very "hatred of femininity"he denounces.66
Sherman asserts that unlike a woman depicted in heterosexual
pornography, a gay man does not feel subordinated by pornography
because his status in society is equivalent to that of his partner:7
This theory requires that gay men do not bring to pornography an
internalized sense of hierarchy in the way that heterosexual men
Othenvise, gay pornography begins to resemble heterosexual
pornography, and ~vouldbe prone to aU of the same criticisms.
Sherman appeals to a fundamental premise of feminism in an attempt to bolster his analysis of gay pornography. Just as feminists
give credence to rvomen's accounts of "sexual use and abuse by
men,"69Sherman asserts that "[glay men's accounts of their own
sexuality and their own pornography are entitled to no less
65. Sherman, supranote 2, at 691.
66. Sherman, +a note 2, at 703. Comparatively, some feminists such as Susan Brownmiller have adopted "personal guidelines and political stances that reject feminine fashion,
makeup, and self-adornmentas uncomfortable, inconvenient, and supportive of damaging gender distinctions." See Katharine T. Bartlett, OnIy Gils Wear Barrettes: Dress and Appearance
Standards, Community Norms, and Workplace Equality, 92 MICH. L. REV. 2541, 2580 (1994)
(dtation omitted). See ako C4SESAND MATf3M.SON J S hJURISPRUDENW.
~
TAKING
WO~~EN
SERIOUSLY777 (MaryBecker ed., 1994) (stating, "[mlanywomen would feel uncomfortable
(emotionally and politically) wearing extremely f a y or sexy clothing.") That is, it might be
possible to view women who eschew traditionally "femininen ~vays of dressing as
"demonstrat[ing] a contempt for femininity that is part of a submerged contempt for women."
Comments from Katharine Sibaugh, Boston University School of Law (Dec. 5, 1995). E k e
Sherman, these feminists disavo~va social construct of "femininity; insofar as the feminine is
considered po~verless.It is problematic, however, to separate a rejection of "femininity" from a
disparagement of women, given that a significant number of women dress or behave in rvays
that the majority of society considers "feminine."
67. Sherman, supranote 2, at 691.
68. Sherman, supra note 2, at 691 (commenting, "[wlhen a heterosexual man speculates
about or engages in homosexual sex, he brings with him his internalized sense that SEX is hierarchical: One partner (the 'man') must dominate and the other (the "woman') must be subordinated by the experience ).
69. Sherman, supsanote 2, at 692 (quoting Catharine MadRinnon) (citation omitted).
70. Sherman, suptanote 2,'at 692.

...

..."
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A key premise of Sherman's argument is that one cannot describe
the experiences of a group or its constituent members if one is not
part of that group. The gay experience is as Sherman claims it is,
then, simply because he and presumably other gay men say so. Outsiders who attempt to explain such experiences commit a
"marginalizing error of conflation."" They cannot understand what
it is like to be gay since identity is impermeable.
Sherman reinforces a fixed view of gender and sexual identity
throughout his analysis. He begins his article with an expianation of
why he only discusses gay male pornography:
To counter the feminist antipornography critique in the context of heterosexual or lesbian pornography requires challenging the assumptions about female sexuality underlying
that critique
[Alny such challenge should come from
women scholars, not from me .... [Slexuality and sexual response are so personal and idiosyncratic, and the sexual responses of men and women are so demonstrably different,
that each sex may be particularly ill-suited to make assertions
about the other's sexuality.*

....

Sherman assumes that men cannot make claims about women's
sexuality and vice versa. While claiming that sexual response is
"personal," Sherman also suggests that it is also possible for one
woman to make meaningful observations about all women's experiences. Indeed, Sherman's theory of gay male pornography rests on
the belief that one gay man knows what is good for all gay men.''
Yet women, because they are not gay men, are incapable of commenting meaningfidly on the gay male experience. When women
do make observations that encompass the gay experience, they are
likely to be wrong: or public expression of such observations can
have negative implications for gay men15
Sherman justifies his essentialist approach by explaining that it
"deals with gay men's genital-sexual awakening and therefore with a
time in life in which gay men often view their sexuality 'es~entially."'~~
Yet in light of his prior suggestion that femininity is "a social con71. Sherman, supra note 2, at 690,692 (refering to arguments of anti-pornographyactivists
such as Kathleen Mahoney, who argued before the Canadian Supreme Court that gay men engaging in pornography share the same experiences as women).
72. Sherman, supra note 2, at 66748.
73. SeeSherman ,supranotes 70-71 &accompanyingtext
74. Seesherman, supranotes 20,65,71 &accompanyingtext
75. Sherman, supra note 2, at 694 (Y [Tlhe campaign saengthens political groups that may
be expected to be overtly hostiIe to the aspirations of gays and lesbians.").
76. Sherman, supra note 2, at 675.
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struction, a classification to which patriarchal Western culture assigns
Sherman cannot view
many of the qualities it deems ~ndesirable,"~
identity as completely impenetrable at the level of gender or even
sexual orientation. He argues that like race, homosexuality is "an
identity category [that] is socially constructed?
According to
Sherman, such a constructivist perspective is valuable because it provides gay men with "two power;fuland liberating ideas:?' [Flirst,that
[gay men's] 'condition' is imposed from without by a homophobic
society... And second that theiq differentness is not merely one of
genital b e h a v i ~ r . " 'Sherman
~~~
points out, the main shortcoming of
a constructivist theory of sexuality is that it eliminates a sense of gay
history, a necessary comfort for gay men who are coming out."

Ultimately, if one's sexuality is not inherent to one's gender or
sexual orientation, but is defined within a specific society based on
that society's history and culture:2 gay pornography cannot be insulated from critiques aimed at heterosexual pornography. The Eact
that two men are depicted does not render pornography nonhierar~hical.~~
Non-hierarchical sexual images are created when individuaIs engage in specific acts-of their own ~vill. Those acts must
not harm either partner, and images of those acts must not lead to
harmful ideas or actions by the consumer of the pornography. Thus,
Sherman's advocacy of gay pornography cannot be extended to all
gay pornography, or even to all of the pornography he discusses.
Finally, because sexuality is a permeable construct, it is both possible and necessary to engage in discussions about pornography that
cut across gender identities and sexual orientations. Pornography is
not "bad" or "good" simply because one group member declares that
his or her fellow members are helped or harmed by it. Entire categories of pornography cannot be shieIded from scrutiny. Instead, we
must continue to ask what harm pornography perpetuates. Although I .will not attempt to address that issue here, the commitment
to ending homophobia and misogyny requires vigorous scrutiny of
77. S~eSherman,supranote 62 &accompanyingtext
78. Sherman, supranote 2, at 673.
79. Sherman, supranote 2, at 673-74.
80. Shennan, supranote 2, at 67475.
81. Sherman, supranote 2, at 67475.
82. Sherman, supra note 2, at 673.
83. Sherman, supra note 2, at 702 (acknowledging that hierarchical pornography can be
just as harmfuI to gay men as it is to women).
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all sexual images. When this occurs, no group of images should be
deemed "good" simply because of the gender of the represented
subject or the consumer's sexual preference.
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